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CDMA Voucher Uploading /Distribution/Sales Handling 

  

RUIM   Uploading /Distribution/Sales  Handling 

  

  
CDMA Voucher are FLPP, Sancharnet, CallNow , ITC are clubbed under Fixedline products menu 

CDMA Prepaid RUIM is provided under separate heading. 

  

CDMA Voucher handling is exactly same as Recharge Voucher  of GSM Products except that separate 

category CDMA Products is created. 

  

Inventory Loading 

For CDMA RUIM a facility to upload RUIM out put file under MSC login is provided, this exactly similar to 

Prepaid SIM out file loading menu, however keeping the feedback and experience in SIM output file 

loading, small changes are incorporated in the system. Out file can be loaded against particular  unit to 

whom RUIMS are sent. That means ser can select SSA or Circle Stores to upload the inventory. The data 

is directly populated to user selected by MSC. 

  

  

Distribution and Sales 

  

The inventory can be allotted/Sold using existing allotment and Sales pages at Circle and SSA , CSC level.  

There will not be any change in the flow. However  we may have to add additional users if stores for 

CDMA are managed by different users. 

  

Exception : 

  

Due the fact that these products are going to be dealt with same users in circle and SSA is not known,  if 

any Circle desires to have separate user for CDMA products, a user needs to be created as Circle 

Accounts user with separate CSCCODE (ABCACCT, XYZACCT). This user will have all the facilities available 

to acct Role at Circle and can move the inventory to any of the field units. 

  

Similar situation may exist in SSA, in that event another user can be added at SSA level with ACCOUNT-

SSA role with CSC Code ….ACCTS and any user name. Name of the unit can be suitable decided to keep 

clarity.  

  

However no further changes are anticipated, user addition may be done at back end based on Circle 

decision using scripts for each circle.( This is one time activity) 

  

Sales to Franchisee /DSA /PCO  

  

  



Existing Sales pages support the Sales of CDMA products with out any changes (Required Changes 

incorporated in the test server but no change for the user interface) 

  

  

  

Sales to End Customers and Customer CAF Data entry 

  

Pages similar to prepaid Sales are incorporated , which facilitate sale of MDN and present existing  MDN 

/RUIM ID for updating. 

  

CAF data is stored in CDMA_PrepaidCustomer table which can be sent to staging server , as is done for 

the GSM customer data . 

  

Reports 

  

Existing reports are adequate for system users, Key indicators  may have to be deployed for CDMA 

product separately. 

  

Specification or Requirements may be provided 
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Technical information 

  

Product Code 3101 

Category Code 3002 Prepaid 

Prodcuct Code 3201 

Category Code 3003 Postpaid 

  

Tables used  

  

Product Category map  

  

Type Id =1 

  

Commission Table 

Existing tables are used  

  

Commission_category_slab 

Commission_slab 

Commission_plan 

  

Data Table 



  

Stock_enabled 

Stock_movement 

Fracnhiseecommissiondetails 

Franchiseecommissioninvoice 

Fixedlineprodcuts 

Fixedlineprodcutssold 

Cdma_prepaid 

Cdma_prepaidcustomer 

Cdma_prepaid_reversed(To be created) 

Cdma_postpaid 

Cdma_postpaidcusotmer 

  

Procedure for cancellation of allotment / invoice cancellation needs to be modified to take care of new 

product Category  

  

  

  

  

  

  


